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ABSTRACT
Platforms for Big Data Analytics such as Hadoop, Spark,
and Storm have gained large attention given their easy-touse programming model, scalability, and performance characteristics when processing large scale data in parallel. Along
with the wide adoption of these big data platforms, Online
Social Networks (OSN) have evolved as one of the major
sources of information given the large amount of data being
generated in a daily basis from different online communities such as Twitter, Facebook, Flickr, etc. Considering the
growing demand for social network applications and their
considerable data generation characteristics, it is important
to understand if there exist special data patterns and resource demands on systems processing data generated by
OSN. One of the basic activities to test and analyze the
performance of big data solutions is achieved by running
benchmarks that allow both to stress cluster resources and to
evaluate the underlying platform under various conditions.
Currently, different benchmarks such as BigDataBench, BigBench, SparkBench, etc., have been proposed as a way to
evaluate big data systems when applications from different
domains and purposes are executed. These benchmarks provide a variety of workloads, ranging from micro-benchmarks
(e.g., terasort, grep, etc.), passing through domain-specifc
systems (e.g., retailer systems), up to workloads that execute different types of algorithms. However, none of these
benchmarks consider the evaluation of big data platforms
for OSN data. Therefore, the evaluation of resource utilization for systems and platforms doing OSN analytics is missing. Given this lack of OSN-based benchmark evaluation
for big data platforms, we have characterized the resource
utilization and performance of Spark in the context of OSN
analytics by using two popular social networks datasets as
input to two workloads.
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The selected workloads represent popular graph-based algorithms used in the analysis of OSN data. The first workload
consists of the Page Rank algorithm [2]. Page Rank is a
link analysis algorithm which computes the importance of
nodes of a graph by considering the number of edges between
nodes. Page Rank can be used for Social Network analysis to
rank the nodes of a social graph. Some benchmarks, such as
BigDatabench [8] and SparkBench [6], include Page Rank in
their workload suite. Nevertheless, their performance analysis is based on a web graph dataset i.e., Google Web Graph
[3], which is not an OSN dataset and is relatively small,
that is, its size is about 70MB. We present the resource
and data patttern characterization of Page Rank when using two different input data sizes from two different Social
Networks (i.e., Live Journal and Twitter).The input data
ranges from 1GB to 25GB and represents the social graph
of the Live Journal [4] and Twitter [5] social networks, respectively. The second workload is related to text analytics
of OSN data. Specifically, we used the Latent Dirichelt Allocation (LDA) algorithm [1] to identify topics in a set of
public tweets extracted from Twitter during the end of the
NFL season in 2013 and 2014 [7].
Our results include the characterization of these two workloads in terms of CPU, Disk, Memory and Network, and the
data access patterns i.e., number of tasks, shuffle reads/writes,
etc. In terms of Disk utilization, for Page Rank different
I/O disk patterns are observed when the input data size increases; writes are dominant for the smallest dataset, while
reads operations are more common for the largest dataset.
On the contrary, LDA exhibits a constant read/write pattern representative of the shuffle operations originated by the
term-topic distribution updates in each iteration. CPU utilization is not saturated neither for Page Rank nor for LDA.
Memory utilization presents a peak in Page Rank when the
input size is small, but when the input size increases the
memory is saturated and its utilization is stable; For LDA,
memory follows an increasing utilization pattern that follows
the creation of RDDs to support the analysis of documents
in the corpus. Network I/Os are bursty in Page Rank, while
for LDA the network I/Os present a more uniform pattern.
Finally, we present future directions for the analysis of OSN
data on Big Data platforms.
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